GET INVOLVED
YOUR CHANCE TO 'DO SOMETHING'

There are various ways in which you can get involved with the
Atlantic Whale & Dolphin Foundation & Fair Earth Foundation.

1. VOLUNTEER
£105 pw covers accommodation, most food and all project
costs- training, materials, equipment etc.at our project base
in Tenerife research guiding on the whale watching boats.
It is the best way to get to know us and vice versa. Priority
for funded placements particularly longer term ones goes
to people who have previously volunteered with us.

2. FUNDED VOLUNTEER
SHORT STAYS
(1 WEEK TO 2 MONTHS)

Helping to develop ‘AkuBaku’* and ‘Earth
Ambassador’** projects . No cost, just get
flights, work on the whale and dolphin
volunteer programme and give over two
to three days each week to developing
agreed areas of either website.

SCHOOL CONSERVATION TALKS &
WORKSHOPS

(We will pay a stipend of £30 per session
to ex-volunteers giving talks and/or
running workshops in local schools raising
awareness of conservation issues, all
across Europe.

ONE YEAR CO-ORDINATORS
(MINIMUM 9 MONTHS)
All costs covered and carrying nominal
EU stipend of €30pw;
- Education
- Business
- Social Media
development
- Eco-tourism
- IT
- Research
- Co-ordinator team
- Creative media
leader

PROJECT PLASTIC

Helping to raise awareness of plastic
pollution particularly regarding our oceans
and threatened marine life- in the UK and
in Tenerife

HELPING DEVELOP FROM THE UK:
- akuBaku *
- Earth Ambassador programme **

*akuBaku launches in the Autumn 2018 and will be an activities database on the level of booking.com
Its core attribute will be that a percentage of each booking will be directed towards making a
contribution to Earth Ambassadors and the work they do at the total discretion of the person making
the booking. We need individuals from different cities from around the world to help identify
interesting activities in their city or its environs that we can contribute to the website. If wanted, they can
become the ‘face’ of their city!
**Earth Ambassadors are people who selflessly work towards the common good in their community,
in support of people, nature or the environment. The Earth Ambassador website will recognise their
efforts and facilitate support for them through providing a platform for securing resources and
equipment, obtaining funding, attracting volunteers and securing expertise. We need people who can
help us identify more Earth Ambassadors.

